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Educating Schools in Holland- Golf Clinics

Garden Room- HD Surround Golf Simulator

Soon Golf Club, Norway- Simulator Installation

Indoor Golf centres across Europe are now opening up their centres 
to schools within the community providing lessons to ensure the 
future of Golf prospers as a result.

The students are provided the opportunity to practice hitting balls
on our virtual driving range system, as well as chipping and putting. 

The feedback so far from the children is that they love being able 
to practice indoors no matter the weather and the centre likes that 
there is minimum effort involved in overseeing the group lessons. 

Recently we were approached by a new home owner who wanted 
to install our HD Surround Platinum Golf Simulator into a new 
house he had built. 

Unfortunately the space requirements within the house were not 
enough to allow him to do so. 

After an onsite visit to the house we suggested using a Garden 
Room to house the Simulator, the result was amazing and the 
client could not be happier with his new Golf studio room.

Sports Coach Simulator Limited are proud to have installed one of
our HD Golf Simulators at one of Norway’s top Golf courses- Soon
Golf Club. 

The HD Golf Simulator is being installed within the new clubhouse 
and will provide a valuable means of revenue generation all year 
round, especially during the winter months.

Members and visitors to the club will be able to take part in various 
competitions throughout the year and the club will also benefit from
increased business within the bar and restaurant as a result.
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HD Golf Simulator- The Open, St Andrews

HD Golf Simulator- KLM Dutch Open

Development- GSX Launch at the PGA Show

Our HD Golf Simulator was used at the 2015 British Open at the 
Old Course, St Andrews. 

It proved to be the ultimate interaction experience during the 
championship allowing spectators to take part in a nearest to 
the pin contest on a selection of par three holes of a simulated 
Old Course. 

Considering that many of the spectators may never get to play 
the course in real life our Simulator was a unique experience for 
them.

Our HD Golf Simulator was hired out for the KLM Dutch Open 2015.

It proved to be the star attraction with visitors queuing to take part
in the longest drive competition. 

Our Simulator provided maximum exposure to the company who 
hired it to promote their business through both in game advertising 
and branding around the Simulator housing itself. 

A well-known Golf pro was on standby at certain times throughout 
to provide lessons to those who took part.

Sports Coach Simulator Limited launched GSX at the recent PGA 
Merchandise Show in Orlando. 

GSX is the most advanced Golf Simulator engine ever and takes 
realism to a new level. 

Our Booth was extremely busy throughout the show and visitors 
were impressed by both the accuracy and realism of our HD Golf 
Simulator. 
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